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Introduction: The timescale of secondary mineral formation 
in chondrites is important for distinguishing between nebular and 
asteroidal alteration processes. Although most chondrites are 
affected by varying degrees and types of alteration, the time 
frame for different episodes of fluid-assisted thermal 
metamorphism is poorly constrained. Aqueous activity occurred 
nearly simultaneously on the parent bodies of at least three 
classes of unequilibrated carbonaceous chondrites − CI, CM and 
CV − suggesting water played an important role in the chemical 
evolution of primitive solar system bodies [1]. Whereas the 
timing of aqueous alteration in CV chondrites is well 
constrained, the timing of formation of secondary minerals in 
unequilibrated ordinary chondrites (UOCs) is not. In order to 
constrain the timing of aqueous alteration on the UOC parent 
body, we studied the 53Mn-53Cr systematics of fayalitic olivine in 
the UOCs, Ngawi (LL3.0-3.6) and EET 90161 (L3.05). 

Results and Discussion: Fayalitic olivine (Fa50−100) is a 
major constituent in the matrices of many UOCs and 
carbonaceous (CV, CK, CO) chondrites and both nebular and 
asteroidal models have been proposed to explain its origin [2]. 
Most recent models, however, favor fayalite formation during 
fluid-assisted thermal metamorphism on the chondrite parent 
bodies [3,4]. In this regard, the 53Mn-53Cr systematics of fayalite 
can be used to constrain the timing of aqueous alteration on 
chondrite parent bodies. The Cr isotopic composition of fayalite 
in two UOCs, Ngawi and EET 90161, was measured with the 
NanoSIMS 50 at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 
using a 16O− primary beam focused to ~300 nm spatial resolution 
and a mass resolving power of ~3500. Fayalite in Ngawi, with 
55Mn/52Cr ratios ranging between 1100 and 1950, shows no 
excess 53Cr beyond analytical uncertainty. Fayalite grains in EET 
90161 exhibit a much wider range in 55Mn/52Cr ratios of 430 to 
20000 and two fayalites with 53Mn/52Cr of ~ 19000 show large 
53Cr excesses (δ53Cr ~ 375‰) resolved at the 2σ level. A 
regression through the Mn-Cr data for EET 90161 fayalite 
defines a best fit line with a slope corresponding to (53Mn/55Mn)0 
= (2.6±2.2)×10−6. The inferred initial 53Mn/55Mn ratio cannot be 
resolved yet from that in ordinary chondrite chondrules reported 
by [5], (5.1±1.6)×10−6. 

These data provide the first evidence for radiogenic 53Cr in 
secondary phases in UOCs and demonstrate that the formation of 
fayalitic olivine during aqueous alteration occurred 
simultaneously, ~ 6 Ma after CAI formation, on at least three 
carbonaceous and one ordinary chondrite parent body. The time 
scale is consistent with heating of asteroids by 26Al, and suggests 
that water played an important role in the chemical evolution of 
primitive solar system bodies.  
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